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Our vision is to pioneer the digitalization of the adventure tourism industry by offering customer-focused custom
software solutions. We maximize the potential of your business while minimizing cost and time-consuming processes.
We’re a group of entrepreneurs and software engineers with a disruptive idea designed to reimagine adventure tourism in a digital age.
QK Mountain was designed in partnership with Austria’s largest Ski School and ski instructors - ensuring that the platform meets the
exact needs of ski schools and the adventure tourism sector.

ADMINISTRATION

QK Mountain will turn all administrative tasks concerning your business from a hassle into one easy, automated process.
Manage your Customers, Bookings, Payments, Finances, Payroll, Instructors, and Customer Feedback all on one consolidated platform.
Once we’ve set it up for you, never worry about updates again - everything is up to date automatically and without downtime.

BOOKING CALENDAR:
Stay up to date with all bookings, designated instructors, and traffic. Your booking calendar includes drag-and-drop functionalities,
a list of all instructors, individual booking information, instructor-blocks, and status, as well as many more administrative features.

MANAGE INSTRUCTORS & CUSTOMERS:
From ski-school-wide notifications and ski-resort integrated features to instructor
and contact management, we provide you with all the information you will ever need.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE:
QK Mountain is tailored to your needs.
We will set up the platform according
to the individual specifications of your business.
With the “Master Settings” function you can switch
between seasons and customize prices, offers, and
course catalog accordingly.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW:
Manage your finances with ease. Payments, Invoices,
Quotes, Consolidated Invoicing, Payroll, Expenses everything is automated and comes with the option to
share access to your financial advisor.

AUTOMATED AND TIME-SAVING:

CUSTOMER RETENTION:

A range of tasks that currently still cost you time
and resources can be automated through QK Mountain.

QK Mountain implements multiple strategies that contribute to retaining
customer relationships. Your customers can purchase season tickets,
save their preferences and favorite instructors, and rate their experience
for ensured quality.

COST-EFFECTIVE:
Time is money and your most valuable asset. An investment
in a tool that allows you to cut back on hours will be more
than worth it in the long run.

CONNECTED:
Partner Hotels and third parties can receive their own login
to share information on a customer’s booking in advance
and make organizing your customers’ journey even easier.

SAFE:
Roles with associated privileges can be assigned to every
user individually. Allow full access to Admins, decide what
sub-admins can access, and allow your financial advisor to
see everything they need for their task.

INSTRUCTORS

Offer your instructors easy scheduling, blocking, and communication with customers.
Courses can be assigned according to customer preferences and instructor qualifications.
Your instructors have all the information they need about a booking and their customers,
guaranteeing smooth workflows and customer satisfaction.

DASHBOARD:
Admins can track the status of each course from start to end, ensuring full transparency.

QUALIFICATION:
All Instructor qualifications and languages can be registered in the system, giving you
and your instructors an overview of what you’re offering and can help you with hiring choices.

ORGANIZATION:
Bookings and instructors can be matched according to availability, qualification, languages,
and customer preferences. Admins get confirmation that Instructors have acknowledged their
bookings prior to the start.

PAYROLL:
Have your payroll generated automatically with all necessary information and more.

ABSENCE AND BLOCKING:
Be up to date with your instructors’ availability and absence at all times. You can block certain instructors
for other tasks on both a recurring or one-time basis. The availability can be updated and edited by the
administrator or the instructor within their mobile application.

TEACHING MATERIAL & REPORTS:
Instructors can assign teaching materials to individual students or groups, and write daily reports on the students’ progress.

EXPENDITURES:
Instructors can add expenses with the receipt onto the app for the administrators of the software to approve.
Once approved, the expense will be added to the instructor’s payroll for reimbursement.

SKI-RESORT:
Instructors will have a full overview of the ski-resort status-- slopes, weather, lifts, snow, webcams, and alerts.

STUDENTS PROFILE:
Instructors have insight into their student’s profile: contact information, age, allergies, skiing level, and a range of other preferences.
With all the information available, your instructors will be able to offer a much more individualized experience to your customers
by providing impeccable customer service.

CUSTOMERS

Enjoy the ease of planning your trip from beginning to end, without having to contact multiple
entities and platforms. Let your customers book courses, manage payments, set preferences and
allergies, give feedback and communicate through the app or the web, anywhere and anytime.
QK Mountain allows your customers to make the most out of their experience,
while everything else runs smoothly in the background. QK Mountain is
customer retention made easy.

AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS:
Let your customers enjoy their holiday without complicated payment processes. With online payment
through the app or the web, everything is already taken care of when they start their adventure.

LIVE MOUNTAIN CONDITIONS:
Live mountain conditions, avalanche warnings, weather, and lift reports will be at your customers’
fingertips at all times.

CAMERAS & LIFT STATUS:
Live footage of slopes, lifts, and various locations can be accessed by customers as well as employees and administration around the clock.

EASY BROWSING & BOOKING:
Make it easy for your customers to browse your course catalog, choose classes
and book instantly, fast, and immediately synchronized on all ends.

AVAILABLE ANYWHERE:
From home, the hotel, or on skis: The QK Mountain App and web platform are all available 24/7.

EASY COMMUNICATION
& LOGISTICS:
Your customers can view their Instructor’s profile and communicate with instructors and staff
through the app, ensuring seamless communication and no misunderstandings. The App navigates
them to meeting points safe and sound.

OFFLINE LEARNING:
With learning material always available to your customers, they can make the most out
of their experience. Customers can access materials assigned to them by instructors anytime,
online and offline.
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